**Western Union Cablegram**

**NV15 Cable=Liverpool 122 1/63 NFD**

NLT Stephen WIs (Care Mrs Schneeburger
250 West 94 St) World Jewish Congress NYK
(330 West 42 St) See Spl Instms On File (Relay Via SI)=

HAVE RECEIVED THROUGH FOREIGN OFFICE FOLLOWING MESSAGE FROM Rieger Geneva Stop (RECEIVED ALARMING REPORT THAT IN Fuhrers Headquarters Plan Discussed AND UNDER CONSIDERATION ALL JEWS IN COUNTRIES OCCUPIED OR CONTROLLED GERMANY NUMBER 3-1/2 TO 4 MILLION SHOULD AFTER DEPORTATION AND CONCENTRATION IN EAST AT ONE BLOW EXTERMINATED TO RESOLVE ONCE FOR ALL JEWISH QUESTION IN EUROPE=

CFM 3-1/2 4-

**The Quickest, Surest and Safest Way to Send Money is by Telegraph or Cable**

---

**Western Union Cablegram**

**NV15 2/59=**

STOP ACTION REPORTED PLANNED FOR AUTUMN METHODS UNDER DISCUSSION INCLUDING PRUSSIC ACID STOP WE TRANSMIT INFORMATION WITH ALL NECESSARY RESERVATION AS EXACTITUDE CANNOT BE CONFIRMED STOP INFORMANT STATED TO HAVE CLOSE CONNEXIONS WITH HIGHEST GERMEN AUTHORITIES AND HIS REPORTS GENERALLY RELIABLE STOP INFORM AND CONSULT NEWYORK STOP FOREIGN OFFICE AS NO INFORMATION BEARING ON OR CONFIRMING STORY=

Samuel Silverman.